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Phylippa Smithson
A very credible thriller with THE most
incredible finale.
Louise has ‘history’ with her new (and
married) boss, David. They had met at a
bar and drank but separated at the end of
the night...just. Neither knew that just days
later he would enter into her life again, this
time as her direct manager.
And then a second meeting occurs which
truly throws her life upside down and
roundabout. Adele is David’s wife. Louise
knew this prior to literally bumping into
Adele in the street having dropped her 6
year old son off at school. What seemed to
have been an innocent meeting (Adele not
admitting initially that she knows her husband is Louise’s boss) turns out to be
the start of a second secret she needs to keep. The first is the subsequent affair
she has with David and the second is the keeping hidden from him her
blossoming friendship with Adele.
What unites Louise and Adele is their mutual difficulty in sleeping as they are
both haunted by distressing and recurring nightmares which lead to nights of
insomnia. However, Adele’s experiences were in her past and she is able to help
Louise overcome the nightmares and sleep the sleep of a child.
It is when Louise begins to learn something of the very less than apparent idyllic
marriage of David and Adele that she finds she cannot simply abandon either of
them and determines to find out the truth.
And only in the very final few pages does that incredible truth present itself.
Remarkable story telling.

Maz Tucker
Wow!! I don't think I have ever read a book that has took me on so
many twists and turns. The ending will knock your socks off, as I
know you will not be expecting it. The characters are really well written and
draw you in to believe them. The story has so many twists and turns but you
will work with it and you will think the same as me I'm sure that Adele is the
down trodden wife that needs saving. This is one of the best books I have
read for a long time.
Follow Maz on Twitter: @maztucker

Gemma Niven
Wow, fabulous read! Extremely well written and a story which will
stay with you long after you've finished reading.
Excellent fast paced story by Sarah Pinborough! Louise is mixed up in the lives
of married couple Adele and David and as the story progresses, it becomes more
disturbing and almost haunting at parts. What will happen to Louise? This is a
fantastic story and one which I devoured in a few days. It's difficult to put down
as you get drawn into the tangle of lies and deceit. Thoroughly enjoyable read
which I would recommend.

Michelle Hodson
An amazing debut novel. Brilliant and original storytelling. The
Novel of the year for me!!!
I am so pleased that I was asked to review this debut novel. I fell into the story
with relish right from the very start. The story is a little like ‘Gone Girl’ in that
you are hearing two sides and not knowing which side to take, with the added
bonus of a third person in the middle of the two protagonists. For a while you
wonder who is manipulating who and your sympathies bounce between the
characters! The addition of a supernatural twist only serves to enhance the
story and the ending is totally unexpected and an absolute delight. I loved this
novel and cannot recommend it highly enough. Absolutely brilliant, original
storytelling.

Maureen Gourlay
A psychological thriller - two women, one man, and a big secret. Or

so you think. You are not sure who is good and who is bad. Keeps
you guessing right until the end.
A psychological thriller - two women, one man, and a big secret. Or so you
think. You are not sure who is good and who is bad, or even who is who, really.
You think you have it worked out it then you will be ""wrong-footed"" - again.
I'm not quite sure about the ending though. I felt a bit longer could have been
spent on the denouement, it seemed a bit rushed after drawing you in so
cleverly - but despite that it was an enjoyable page-turner, and well worth a
read.

Humaira
I could not function till that book was finished. Highly addictive to
say the least.
‘Behind her Eyes’ had me on edge the whole entire time. I could not function till
that book was finished. Highly addictive to say the least.
On the front cover it says: Don't trust this book. Don't trust this story. Don’t
trust yourself. I don't know what else to say. That should sell it to you straight
away.

Rebecca Whymark
Fast paced read with a killer twist. I will start off by saying that overall I
didn't like this at all. That's not to say it isn't a good book, it just isn't too my
taste. The characters are well developed through the story and the twist at the
end was quite clever.
It was fast paced enough to keep my interest I just feel this genre of books had
been a little over done recently.
I didn't appreciate the amount of swearing in the book, you can convey a
message without bad language but again that is just my opinion.

Pauline Braisher
I was really looking forward to reading this book and expected it to be a real
page turner. The first chapters introduce the characters along with a hint of the
malice to come. However I began to get bored with the book and my expectation
of being unable to put it down was more to do with wanting to finish quickly so

I could get on with a book I would enjoy. I found the characters lacked depth,
the action took part in too short a timescale to be believable and I kept getting
lost in the convoluted plot. When the ending came I found it hard to suspend my
disbelief as I thought I was reading a psychological thriller and was surprised
to find it was clearly meant to be fantasy. Nevertheless, the book was well
written and the final chapters left me quite unsettled so I was glad I
was reading it in the daytime as opposed to before going to sleep. It may well be
that this just not my kind of book and I am sure that Sarah Pinborough's fans
will love it.

